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Abstract
Concurrent multicast is the problem of information dissemination from a set of source nodes
to a set of destination nodes in a network with cost function: Each source node s needs to
multicast a block of data B(s) to the set of destinations. We are interested in protocols for
this problem which have minimum communication cost. We consider both the usual case in
which any transmitted message can consist of an arbitrary number of data blocks and the case
in which each message must consist of exactly one block of data. The problem of determining
the minimum cost to perform concurrent multicast from a given set of sources to a set of
destinations is NP-hard under both assumptions. We give approximation algorithms to e8ciently
perform concurrent multicast in arbitrary networks. We also analyze the communication time
and communication complexity, i.e., the product of the communication cost and time, of our
algorithms. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the problem of concurrent multicast, that is, the problem
of information dissemination from a set of source nodes to a set of destination nodes
in a weighted communication network.
Multicasting has been the focus of growing research interest, many future applications
of computer networks such as distance education, remote collaboration, teleconferenc-
ing, and many others will rely on the capability of the network to provide multicasting
services [12, 22]. Our model considers concurrent multicast in which a group of nodes
in the network needs to multicast to a common set of destinations.
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Processors in a network cooperate to solve a problem, in our case to perform con-
current multicast, by exchanging messages along communication channels. Networks
are usually modelled as connected graphs with processors represented as vertices and
communication channels represented as edges. For each channel, the cost of sending
a message over that channel is measured by assigning a weight to the corresponding
edges. Our goal is to give algorithms to e8ciently perform concurrent multicast in the
network.
The typical measure of the communication cost of an algorithm is the number of
messages sent across the network during its execution. This measure assumes that
the cost of sending a message along any channel is equal to one. However, it is more
realistic to include the edge weights into the communication cost of an algorithm. More
speciGcally, we assume the cost of transmitting a message over a channel to be equal to
the weight of the corresponding edge. This point of view was advocated in [2, 28] and
several papers have followed this line of research since then. The communication cost
of an algorithm is the sum of the costs of the edges used by the algorithm, each cost
added as many times as the corresponding edge is used for a message transmission
by the algorithm. The communication time of an algorithm is the interval of time
necessary for the completion of the algorithm itself, under the assumption that to each
edge (i; j) is associated the travel time t(i; j) needed for a message from the node i
to reach its neighbor j. The communication complexity of an algorithm is deGned as
the product of its communication cost and its communication time [28].
1.1. Statement of the problem and summary of our results
We consider the communication network modelled by a graph H =(V; E), where
the node set V represents the set of processors and the edge set E represents the set
of communication channels. Each edge (i; j) in H is labelled by the communication
cost c(i; j)¿0 of performing a message transmission from node i to node j, where
c(i; j)= c(j; i).
Concurrent Multicast Problem (CM): Let S and D be two arbitrary subset of V .
Nodes in S are the sources and nodes in D are the destinations. Each node a∈ S
holds a block of data B(a). The goal is to disseminate all these blocks so that each
destination node b∈D gets all the blocks B(a), for all a∈ S.
We are interested in protocols that solve the Concurrent Multicast Problem with
minimum communication cost, where the communication cost of a protocol is the sum
of the costs of all message transmissions performed during its execution.
We Grst study the concurrent multicast problem under the classical assumptions that
all the blocks known to a node i, at any time instant of the execution of the protocol,
can be freely concatenated and the resulting message can be transmitted to a node j
with cost c(i; j): This assumption is reasonable when the combination of blocks results
in a new message of the same size (for example, blocks are boolean values and each
node in D has to know the AND of all blocks of the nodes in S [28]). It is not too
hard to see that a protocol for the CM problem in this scenario can be obtained as
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follows: construct in the network H a Steiner Tree T with set of terminal nodes equal
to the set of sources S plus a node v∈V , by transmitting over the edges of T one can
accumulate all the blocks of the source nodes into v; then, by using another Steiner
Tree T ′ with terminal nodes equal to D∪{v}; one can broadcast the information held
by v to all nodes in D; thus completing the CM. It is somewhat surprising to see that
this two phase protocol, accumulation plus broadcasting, is essentially the best one can
do. The non-simple proof of the optimality of the protocol is given in Sections 3 and 4.
Since determining an optimal solution for CM problem is in general NP-hard for
arbitrary S and D (while the problem is solvable in polynomial time for S =D=V
[28]), in Section 5.1 we give an approximate-cost polynomial time distributed algorithm
for the CM problem.
In Section 6 consider a diIerent scenario, in which the assumption that the cost of
the transmission of a message be independent of the number of blocks composing it no
longer holds, therefore message transmissions must consist of one block of data at time.
Communication protocols which work by exchanging messages of limited size have
recently received considerable attention (see for example [3, 8, 9, 14]). The CM problem
remains NP-hard in this case, therefore we also provide polynomial time approximate
cost solutions. In Section 5.2 we consider the on-line version of the CM problem. The
on-line version speciGes that the source and destination nodes be supplied one at a time
and the existing solution be extended to connect the current sources and destinations
before receiving a request to add=delete a node from the current source=destination set.
We will prove that the characterization we have given for the optimal cost solution to
the CM problems allows us to derive an e8cient solution also to the on-line version.
Finally, in Section 7 we consider the communication time and the communication
complexity of our algorithms.
1.2. Related work
Our paper presents the Grst results and e8cient algorithms for the CM problem;
however, CM generalizes some well-studied problems.
In case S =D=V the CM problem reduces to the gossiping problem which arises
in a large class of scientiGc computation problems [10]. In case |S|=1 and D⊆V
the CM problem reduces to the multicasting problem [1, 4, 5, 27] and in case D=V to
the broadcasting problem, both problems have been well investigated because of their
relevance in the context of parallel=distributed systems [26]. In particular the broadcast-
ing and gossiping problems have been investigated under a varieties of communication
models and have accumulated a large literature, we refer the reader to the survey pa-
pers [11, 16, 18]. In this section we limit ourselves to brieJy discuss some works whose
results are either strictly related to ours or can be seen as corollaries of the results of
the present paper.
In case S =D=V we get the problem of Gossiping in weighted networks, a problem
Grst considered in weighted complete networks by Wolfson and Segall [28]. One of the
main results of [28] was to prove that the communication cost of an optimal gossiping
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algorithm is equal to twice the cost of a minimum spanning tree of the weighted
complete graph. As a consequence of more general results (i.e., our characterization of
optimal cost instances of the CM problem given in Section 3) we are able to extend
above-quoted results of Wolfson and Segall [28] to general weighted graphs, i.e., not
necessarily complete.
Gossiping in weighted complete networks in which blocks of data cannot be freely
combined was studied in [14]. If messages must consist of exactly one block then our
result of Section 6 implies one of the results of Gargano et al. [14], that the minimum
cost of an instance is equal to |V | × (cost of a minimum spanning tree of H); again,
in the present case H does not need to be the complete graphs.
Another problem strictly related to ours is the Set-to-Set Broadcasting problem [25],
which asks for the minimum number of message transmissions call(S; D) to perform
concurrent multicast from a set S to a set D in a complete unweighted graph. Our results
imply a solution equivalent to the one given in [23, 24] for the so-called “telephone
communication model”, namely
call(S; D)=
{ |S|+ |D| − 1 if S ∩D= ∅;
|S|+ |D| − 2 if S ∩D = ∅:
Other work related to the present paper is contained in [4, 15].
2. Representing CM instances as multi-digraphs
We introduce here the notion of multi-digraph associated to an instance of a CM
algorithm. We will consider the CM problem on a weighted communication graph
H =(V; E) from the source set S to the destination set D. 1
The sequence of message transmissions (calls) of an instance of a concurrent multi-
cast algorithm will be represented by a labelled multi-digraph I =(V; A(I)) having as
node set the same set V of nodes of H and as arc set the multiset A(I) in which each
arc (i; j) represents a call from i to j. Arc labels represent the temporal order in which
calls are made and are denoted by ‘(i; j) for all (i; j)∈A(I):
A path in I from node i to node j is called ascending if the sequence of labels of
the arcs on the path is strictly increasing when moving from i to j. Since a node b
receives the block of a source node a∈ S iI the multi-digraph I contains an ascending
path from a to b, the following property holds:
Fact 1. A labelled multi-digraph I =(V; A(I)) is an instance of a concurrent multicast
algorithm from S to D if and only if I contains an ascending path from a to b, for
each source a∈ S and destination b∈D.
An arc (i; j)∈A(I) has cost c(i; j), the cost of the corresponding call along the edge
{i; j} in H . The cost of an instance (that is, the cost of the associated multi-digraph)
1 We refer to Berge [6] for standard notation on digraphs and multi-digraphs.
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Fig. 1.
I is then the sum of the costs of all the arcs of I , each added as many times as its
multiplicity.
Example 1. Let H =({1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7}; E) be the weighted communication graph of
Fig. 1(a). Consider the source set S = {1; 2}, the destination set D= {4; 5; 6}, and the
instance consisting of the following calls:
At time 1: 1 sends B(1) to 3;
At time 2: 2 sends B(2) to 3;
At time 3: 3 sends (B(1); B(2)) to 4;
At time 4: 3 sends (B(1); B(2)) to 6 and 4 sends (B(1); B(2)) to 5.
The corresponding multi-digraph I is shown in Fig. 1(b); each arc is labelled with the
time at which the corresponding call is made. We have cost(I)= 5.
3. Characterization of a minimum cost instance
In this section we Grst derive a lower bound on the cost of an optimal solution to
the CM problem. Then we show that the given bound is tight thus also obtaining an
useful characterization of a minimum cost instance of the CM problem.
De"nition 1. Let I be an instance. A node i∈V is called complete at time t if for
each a∈ S there exists in I an ascending path  from a to i such that ‘(e)6t for each
arc e on :
In other words, a node is complete at time t if by time t it knows the blocks of all
the source nodes in S. Notice that if a node i is complete at time t and i calls node j
at time t′¿t, then i can send to j any block B(a), for a∈ S, and thus make j complete
too.
Given I =(V; A(I)) and A′⊆A(I), call subgraph of I induced by the arcs in A′ the
graph (V ′; A′) with V ′= {i∈V | i has at least one arc of A′ either exiting or entering
in it}.
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Fig. 2.
We will denote by
• CI =(V (CI ); A(CI )) the subgraph of I induced by the subset of arcs
A(CI )= {(i; j)∈A(I) | there exists t¡‘(i; j) s.t. i is complete at time t}:
• NCI the subgraph induced by the subset of arcs A( NCI )=A(I)\A(CI ).
Notice that CI consists of all the arcs of I corresponding to a call made by a
complete node.
Example 1 (continued). For the instance I in Fig. 1(b), the subgraphs CI and NCI are
given in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively.
Lemma 1. If I is a minimum cost instance; then
(1) the multi-digraph CI is a forest;
(2) the node set of each tree in CI contains at least one node in D:
Proof. We Grst show that CI cannot contain a directed cycle. Suppose by contradiction
that CI contains a directed cycle  and let (v; u) be, among all arcs of , the arc having
the minimum temporal label, say t. Then we know that v is complete at time t and the
arc of  entering v (and having temporal label at least t) is redundant and could be
omitted. Hence, there exists an instance of smaller communication cost, contradicting
the optimality of I:
In order to complete the proof that CI is a forest, it is su8cient to show that at most
one arc enters each node v in CI : Suppose there exists a node v such that at least two
arcs of CI enter v. Then all arcs incoming on v but the one with smallest label, call
it t, can be omitted. Indeed, since v is complete at time t, all successive calls to v are
redundant. Hence, there exists an instance of smaller communication cost, contradicting
the optimality of I:
We now show (2). If there exist a tree T in CI containing no destination node in
D; then the nodes of T are not in any ascending path from a to b, for each a∈ S
and b∈D: Therefore, the calls corresponding to the arcs of T can be omitted. This
contradicts the optimality of I:
We denote by R(I) the set of the roots of the trees in the forest CI : The following
theorem is one of our main technical tools.
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Theorem 1. There exists a minimum cost instance I with |R(I)|=1.
Before proving Theorem 1 we derive its consequences. The following Theorem 2
allows us to obtain the desired lower bound to the minimum cost of an instance.
Given the graph H =(V; E), let us denote by ST (X ) the Steiner tree in H on the ter-
minal node set X , that is, the minimum cost tree T with E(T )⊆E and X ⊆V (T )⊆V .
Theorem 2. Consider the communication graph H =(V; E) and the sets S; D⊆V . Let
Imin be a minimum cost instance for the CM problem from the source set S to the
destination set D. Then
cost(Imin)¿min
v∈V
{cost(ST (S ∪{v}))+ cost(ST (D∪{v}))}: (1)
Proof. Consider the graph H and the sets S; D⊆V . Theorem 1 implies that there exists
a minimum cost instance I such that its subgraph CI is a tree. Let r denote the root
of CI . By deGnition, r is the Grst node to become complete in I and each node b∈D
(a part r, if r ∈D) becomes complete by receiving a message along a path from r to
b in the tree CI . Therefore, CI is a tree whose node set includes each node in D∪{r}
and it must hold
cost(CI )¿cost(ST (D∪{r})): (2)
Moreover, for each a∈ S we have that either a= r or NCI contains an ascending path
from a to r, in order r to get complete. Therefore, the cost of NCI cannot be less that
that of any tree whose node set includes S ∪{r} and
cost( NCI )¿cost(ST (S ∪{r})): (3)
The above inequalities (2) and (3) imply
cost(I)= cost(CI )+ cost( NCI )¿cost(ST (D∪{r}))+ cost(ST (S ∪{r})):
We now show that the inequality in Theorem 2 holds with equality. The following
Theorem 3 establishes the minimum cost of an instance of the CM problem.
Theorem 3. Consider the communication graph H =(V; E) and the sets S; D⊆V . Let
Imin be a minimum cost instance for the concurrent multicast problem on S and D.
Then
cost(Imin) =
{
minv∈V{cost(ST (S ∪{v}))+ cost(ST (D∪{v}))} if S ∩D= ∅;
cost(ST (S))+ cost(ST (D)) if S ∩D = ∅;
(4)
where ST (X ) represents a Steiner tree of the communication graph H spanning all
nodes in X .
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Proof. By Theorem 2, cost(Imin) is lower bounded by minv∈ V{cost(ST (S ∪{v}))+
cost(ST (D∪{v}))}. If we denote by r the node in V for which the above minimum
is reached, then
cost(Imin)¿cost(ST (S ∪{r}))+ cost(ST (D∪{r})): (5)
We show now that there exists an instance I of cost equal to cost(ST (S ∪{r}))+
cost(ST (D∪{r})). Consider the Steiner tree ST (S ∪{r}), and denote by T1 the directed
tree obtained from ST (S ∪{r}) by rooting it in r and directing all its edges toward
the root r. Label each arc of T1 so that each directed path in T1 is ascending, let 
denote the maximum label used in T1.
Consider now the Steiner tree ST (D∪{r}), and denote by T2 the directed tree
obtained from ST (D∪{r}) by rooting it in r and directing all its edges away from the
root r. Label each arc (i; j) of T2 with a label ‘(i; j)¿ so that each directed path in
T2 is ascending.
Consider then the multi-digraph I such that V (I)=V and E(I)=E(T1)∪E(T2). By
deGnition of T1 and T2 we get that I contains an ascending path (a; : : : ; r; : : : ; b), for
each a∈ S and b∈D. Hence, I is an instance of the CM problem and its cost is
cost(I)= cost(T1) + cost(T2)= cost(ST (S ∪{r})) + cost(ST (D∪{r})):
Since cost(I)¿cost(Imin), by (5) we have
cost(Imin) = cost(ST (S ∪{r})) + cost(ST (D∪{r}))
=min
v∈V
cost(ST (S ∪{v})) + cost(ST (D∪{v})):
Finally, it is easy to see that in case S ∩ D = ∅, at least one node for which the
minimum is attained must be a node in S ∩ D. Hence the theorem holds.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need some intermediate deGnitions and results.
Two roots r1; r2 ∈R(I), are called mergeable if there exists an instance I ′ with
cost(I ′)6cost(I); R(I ′)⊆R(I), and |R(I ′) ∩ {r1; r2}|=1.
Given any multi-digraph G, let indegG(x) represent the number of di;erent tails of
arcs entering x in G, that is, indegG(x)= |{y | (y; x)∈A(G)}|.
We stress that even though G is a multi-digraph and can contain more copies of an
arc (y; x), the quantity indegG(x) counts each y only once.
De"nition 2. Let I be an instance, and =(x1; : : : ; xn) be an ascending path in I: An
ascending path '=(y1; : : : ; ym) is called an outlet of  if  and ' are arc-disjoint,
y1 = xi for some 1¡i¡n, and the path (x1; : : : ; xi =y1; : : : ; ym) is ascending.
If ′=(xi; : : : ; xn) has no outlets, then ' is called the last outlet of  and ′ is called
the end part of .
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Fig. 3. I ′ is obtained from I by deleting (v; r2) and adding the path (xm; xm−1; : : : ; x2; x1).
Lemma 2. Let I be a minimum cost instance with indeg NCI (r)¿2 for all r ∈R(I). Let
r1; r2 ∈R(I); with r1 = r2; and suppose there exist u; v∈V and the ascending paths:
• (u; r1) from u to r1;
• '(u; r2) from u to r2 and such that it has no outlets leading to r1;
• (v; r2) from v to r2.
If cost((u; r1))6cost((v; r2)) and (v; r2) has no outlets; then the roots r1 and r2
are mergeable.
Proof. Let I−(v; r2) be the graph obtained from I by deleting all the arcs on the path
(v; r2): By the hypothesis (v; r2) has no outlets. Therefore, in I − (v; r2) only the
nodes in the tree of CI rooted in r2 could have no ascending paths from each source
in S: Thus if we add to I − (v; r2) an ascending path from a to r2, for all a∈ S, the
resulting graph will be again an instance. We show now how to do this, so that the
new instance I ′ has still minimum cost. The transformations are shown in Fig. 3.
Notice that, since (v; r2) has no outlets, deleting the path (v; r2) does not de-
stroy any ascending path leading to the root r1: Let r1 be complete at time t: In
order to get the instance I ′ we will Grst add to I − (v; r2) a path ) from r1 to r2;
such that ) is ascending with all labels larger than t: This is done as follows. Let
(u; r1)= (u= x1; : : : ; xm−1; xm= r1), we add the arc (xm; xm−1) labelled by t + 1; then,
we add the arc (xm−1; xm−2) labelled by t + 2 and so on until we add the arc (x2; x1)
labelled by t + m: In such a way we have added the inverse path of (u; r1) that
we denote by −1(u; r1): By concatenating the path −1(u; r1) with the ascending path
'(u; r2); we get a path from r1 to r2; but it could be not ascending. In order to get
the desired path ); we add t + m − 1 to the label of all the arcs on '(u; r2). Notice
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that the last relabelling could destroy some ascending path. In order to preserve all
the ascending paths we add t + m − 1 to each arc on any outlet of '(u; r2). We are
sure that the last relabelling cannot postpone the time at which r1 is complete, because
of the assumption that any outlet of '(u; r2) does not lead to r1: This gives the new
instance I ′ with
cost(I ′) = cost(I)− cost((v; r2)) + cost(−1(u; r1))
= cost(I)− cost((v; r2)) + cost((u; r1))
6 cost(I):
Because of the new ascending path ), we have R(I ′)⊆R(I)\{r2}; and the Lemma
holds.
In the sequel any quoted path must be intended as an ascending path.
Lemma 3. Let I be a minimum cost instance with indeg NCI (r)¿2 for all r ∈R(I):
For each r1; r2 ∈R(I); r1 = r2; there exist u; v and the following distinct paths on I :
• (u; r1) from u to r1;
• '(u; r2) from u to r2 such that it has no outlets leading to r1;
• (v; r2) from v to r2;
• '(v; r1) from v to r1 such that it has no outlets leading to r2.
Proof. Consider r1; r2 ∈R(I) and a∈ S with r1 = a = r2: Notice that such a source a
exists, indeed no minimum cost instance can have both r1; r2 ∈ S with r1 = r2, if |S|62:
Since r1 and r2 are roots of CI ; they must receive the blocks B(a) of a. Therefore
there exist two ascending paths, =(a= x1; : : : ; xm= r1) and '=(a=y1; : : : ; yn= r2).
In general the path ' could have some outlet that leads to r1: Among these outlets let
(u; r1) be the last one, i.e. let (u; r1)= (u=yi = z1; : : : ; zl= r1), for some 1¡i¡m;
be the outlet leading to r1 such that the path '(u; r2)= (u=yi; : : : ; yn= r2) has no
outlets that lead to r1: Consider now any a′ ∈ S, where a′ and a need not be distinct.
With analogous reasoning, we can show that there exist a node v and the two paths
(v; r2) and '(v; r1) such that '(v; r1) has no outlets leading to r2. Notice that since
indeg NCI (r1); indeg NCI (r2)¿2; it is always possible to Gnd (v; r2) and '(v; r1) such that
they are distinct from (u; r1) and '(u; r2).
We have then the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let I be a minimum cost instance with |R(I)|¿2 and indeg NCI (r)¿2; for
all r ∈R(I): Then R(I) contains two mergeable roots.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there is no pair of mergeable roots in R(I).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of Steps 0 and 1 of Lemma 4.
Step 0: Let r1; r2 ∈R(I): Consider u1; u2 ∈V (I) and the paths (u1; r1); '(u1; r2);
(u2; r2) and '(u2; r1) given in Lemma 3. W.l.o.g. suppose that
cost((u1; r1))6cost((u2; r2)): (6)
Apply Lemma 2 to the paths (u1; r1); '(u1; r2) and (u2; r2): the hypothesis that r1
and r2 are not mergeable and (6) necessarily imply that (u2; r2) has at least one outlet,
(see Fig. 4(a)).
Step 1: This step is showed in Fig. 4(b). Since (u2; r2) has at least one outlet, there
exist a root r3 ∈R(I) and a node u′2 on (u2; r2) such that '(u′2; r3)= (u′2; : : : ; r3) is the
last outlet of (u2; r2). Denote by 2 the end part of (u2; r2). Applying Lemma 3 to
the roots r2 and r3; we can Gnd also a node u3 and the paths '(u3; r2) and (u3; r3)
leading from u3 to r2 and r3, respectively. Consider now the roots r2; r3 and the paths
2; '(u3; r2), and (u3; r3). By Lemma 2, recalling that 2 is without outlets and r2; r3
are not mergeable, it follows that
cost(2)¡cost((u3; r3)): (7)
Applying again Lemma 2 to the paths 2, (u3; r3) and '(u′2; r3): the hypothesis that
r2 and r3 are not mergeable and (23), necessarily imply that (u3; r3) has at least one
outlet.
We can iterate the reasoning done in Step 1 as follows.
Step i− 1: From Step i− 2 we know that there exist a node ui and a path (ui; ri)
having at least one outlet. Therefore, we can Gnd a root ri+1 and a node u′i on (ui; ri)
such that '(u′i ; ri+1)= (u
′
i ; : : : ; ri+1) is the last outlet of (ui; ri): Denote by i the end
part of (ui; ri), that is, i =(u′i ; : : : ; ri). By following the same reasoning as in Step 1,
we can conclude that there exist a node ui+1 and a path (ui+1; ri+1) that has at least
one outlet.
We execute Steps 1 to q− 1, where q is choosen as the smallest integer such that
rq+1 = ri for some 26i¡q: (8)
Notice that q62|R(I)|+ 1. We show now that
cost(2)¿cost(3)¿ · · ·¿cost(q−1)¿cost(q): (9)
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Given i, with 2¿i¡q, consider the roots ri and ri+1 and the paths i; '(u′i ; ri+1), and
i+1, (as obtained in Steps i−2 and i−1). If we apply Lemma 2 to these paths, recalling
that i has no outlets, we can deduce that cost(i)¿cost(i+1). Hence (9) holds.
By the deGnition of q given in (8) we know that rq+1 = ri, for some 26i¡q. Let us
then apply Lemma 2 to the roots rq and ri and the paths q; i, and '(u′q; rq+1 = ri):
recalling that i has no outlets, we get that the inequality cost(i)¡cost(q) must hold.
This contradicts (9).
Therefore, the assumption that R(I) does not contain a pair of mergeable roots leads
to a contradiction and the lemma holds.
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1. We show that given a minimum cost
instance I; with |R(I)|¿1, there exists another instance I∗, with |R(I∗)|=1, such that
cost(I∗)= cost(I): We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: There exists r ∈R(I) with indeg NCI (r)= 1: We Grst show that in such a case
r ∈ S. Let us assume on the contrary that r ∈V\S. Since r has only one incoming arc
(x; r)∈E( NCI ), then we necessarily have that r is complete at time ‘(x; r). Moreover,
r ∈V\S implies that x is complete before time ‘(x; r). Thus r is not a root, contradicting
the hypothesis that r ∈R(I).
Consider then r ∈R(I) ∩ S with indeg NCI (r)= 1. We show now that there exists an
instance I∗ such that R(I∗)= {r} and cost(I∗)= cost(I).
Let r be complete in I at time t and let (x; r)∈E( NCI ) have label ‘(x; r)= t. Since
r is complete at time t= ‘(x; r), we get
(1) for each a∈ S\{r} there exists an ascending path ,(a)= (a; : : : ; x; r), from a to r
using the arc (x; r);
Moreover, we must have that
(2) there is no ascending path (r; : : : ; y; x) from r to x with ‘(y; x)¡‘(x; r), otherwise
considering all the paths in (1) and the path (r; : : : ; y; x); we would have x com-
plete at time ‘(y; x)¡‘(x; r); then (x; r)∈E(CI ) that would imply x∈R(I) and
r ∈R(I).
In order to get the desired instance I∗, let us make the following modiGcations on I :
(i) leave unchanged the labels of all the arcs on the paths ,(a); for each a∈ S\{r},
(ii) increase by t= ‘(x; r) the label of all the other arcs in I .
We show now that the multi-digraph I∗ is again an instance.
By (i), the paths ,(a) in (1) make r complete at time t= ‘(x; r) in I∗:
Moreover, since r ∈ S; we have that for each q∈R(I)\{r} there exists in I an as-
cending path (r; : : : ; q). We notice that each of these paths is arc-disjoint from each
of the paths in (1) (otherwise, the existence of a path (r; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; q) and a path
,(a)= (r; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; x; a) sharing an arc (y1; y2) would imply the existence of a
path (r; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; x) contradicting (2)). Therefore, by (i) and (ii) each of the paths
(r; : : : ; q), q∈R(I)\{r}, has all labels larger than t in I∗. Hence, CI∗ contains an
ascending path from r to every node q∈R(I) and therefore, to every node b∈D: We
can then conclude that I∗ is an instance with R(I∗)= {r}. Clearly, I∗ has the same
cost as I .
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CM(H; S; D) =∗ executed at node x, given the graph H and the sets S and D
1. Construct the trees TS and TD, root them in the (common) node r;
2. [A node in (V (TS) ∩ V (TD))\{r} executes both 2:1 and (after) 2:3; node r
executes 2:2]
2.1. If in V (TS)− {r}, wait until received from all sons in TS . Send to the
parent in TS a message containing all blocks received plus the block
B(x), if x∈ S;
2.2. If equal to r wait until received from all sons in TS . Send to each son
in TD a message containing all blocks received plus the block B(r), if
r ∈ S, that is, send all blocks B(a), for each a∈ S;
2.3. If in V (TD) − {r}, wait until received from the parent in TD. Send to
each son in TD a message containing all blocks B(a), for each a∈ S.
Fig. 5.
Case 2: indeg NCI (r)¿2, for each r ∈R(I). Lemma 4 implies that R(I) contains
two mergeable roots, that is, there exists an instance I ′ with cost(I ′)6cost(I) and
|R(I ′)|6|R(I)| − 1:
The theorem follows by iteratively applying Case 2 until we get an instance I∗ such
that either |R(I∗)|=1 or I∗ satisGes Case 1.
5. Algorithms for concurrent multicast
If |S|=1 and D=V (or S =V and |D|=1 or D=V ) the CM problem easily
reduces to the construction of a minimum spanning tree of the communication graph
H . For arbitrary S and D, by the results of previous Sections 3 and 4 and by the NP-
completeness of determining the cost of Steiner trees [27], we obtain that determining
the minimum cost of a CM instance is in general NP-hard. A possible reduction is
the following: given a Steiner Tree instance on a set X , consider a CM instance on
S =D=X whose optimal solution corresponds, by Theorem 3, to the cost of two
Steiner trees on X .
5.1. Approximation algorithms
We present here a distributed approximation algorithm for the CM problem. We
assume, as in other papers (see [28, 13, 14]), that each node knows the identity of
all the other nodes and the set of communication costs of the edges. The algorithm
CM (H; S; D) given in Fig. 5 is executed by each node. The trees TS and TD are
subgraphs of H with node sets such that S ∪{r}⊆V (TS) and D∪{r}⊆V (TD), for
some node r; a more detailed description will be given later. The trees TS and TD are
identical at all the nodes given that the construction procedure is identical at all nodes.
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The algorithm is asynchronous and does not require nodes to know when the blocks
of the nodes in S are ready nor the time messages take to travel between pairs of
nodes. It is easy to see that the algorithm terminates and each destination node in D
knows the blocks of all the sources in S. We consider now its communication cost.
Since the algorithm uses only once each edge in TS and TD we immediately get that
its cost is cost(TS) + cost(TD).
Let STapx(X ) denote the tree obtained by using an approximation algorithm for the
construction of the Steiner tree ST (X ). Several e8cient algorithms have been pro-
posed in the literature [19, 21]. The simpler algorithm [27] is greedy, it has complexity
O(|V |2) and approximation factor 2, that is, cost(STapx(X ))=cost(ST (X ))62, for any
set X . The polynomial algorithm with the best-known approximation factor for Steiner
trees in graphs has been given in [17] and has approximation factor 1:598. Fixed an
approximation algorithm, we can then choose r so that
cost(STapx(S ∪{r})) + cost(STapx(D∪{r}))
= min
v∈V
cost(STapx(S ∪{v})) + cost(STapx(D∪{v}))
and then choose in CM (H; S; D) the trees TS = STapx(S ∪{r}) and TD = STapx(D∪{r}).
From this and the lower bound (1), by using the best approximation algorithm for
Steiner trees, we get
Theorem 4. The ratio between the cost of CM (H; S; D) and the cost of a minimum
cost algorithm is upper bounded by 1:598.
5.2. On-line algorithms
The characterization we gave for the optimal cost solution to the concurrent multicast
problem allows to derive e8cient algorithms also for the dynamic version, which allows
the sets of nodes to be connected vary on the time.
A dynamic algorithm receives in input a sequence of requests ri =(xi; si; /i), for
i=1; 2; : : : ; where xi is a node in H , the component si ∈{S; D} specify if xi is a
source or destination node, and /i ∈{add; remove} speciGes if the node xi must be
added or removed from the set si. As an example, (x; D; add) deGnes the operation of
adding x to the current set of destinations.
A dynamic CM algorithm can be the same as given in Fig. 2, but with a diIerent
choice of the Steiner trees TS and TD in order to have the possibility of dynamically
and e8ciently modify them according to the sequence of requests. Several papers
have recently considered the problem of e8ciently maintaining dynamic Steiner trees
[1, 5, 7, 20]. It is easy to see that any algorithm for the dynamic Steiner tree problem
can be applied to obtain equivalent results for our CM problem.
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BLOCK-CM(H; S; D) =∗ executed at each node, given the graph H and the
sets S and D
1. For each a∈ S, construct a tree Ta spanning a and all nodes in D.
2. For each Ta: if a then send B(a) to all neighbours, otherwise, wait until
received B(a) from one neighbour in Ta and resend it to each of the other
neighbours (if any) in Ta.
Fig. 6.
6. Concurrent multicast without block concatenation
In this section we consider the concurrent multicast problem under the hypothesis
that each message transmission must consist of exactly one block B(a), for some a∈ S.
Under the hypothesis of this section we have the following lower bound.
Lemma 5. For any instance I; it holds that cost(I)¿
∑
a∈S cost(ST (D∪{a})).
Proof. Since each message can carry exactly 1 block, we can label each arc (x; y)
of I also with the a∈ S such that the corresponding message sent from x to y con-
sists of the block B(a) of a. For each a∈ S we can then consider the subgraph Ia
which consists of all the arcs of the multi-digraph I with label equal to a. For each
a∈ S the subgraph Ia must contain a path from a to each b∈D. This implies that
cost(Ia)¿cost(ST (D∪{a})) and
cost(I)¿
∑
a∈S
cost(Ia)¿
∑
a∈S
cost(ST (D∪{a})):
Consider now the following algorithm. Again we assume that each node knows the
identity of all the other nodes and the sets S and D. The algorithm BLOCK-CM(H; S; D)
given in Fig. 6 is executed by each node. The trees Ta are identical at all the nodes
given that the construction procedure is identical at all nodes.
We immediately get that the above algorithm is correct and that its cost is∑
a∈S
cost(Ta): (10)
Assuming Ta be a Steiner tree on D∪{a}, by Theorem 5, we would get an optimal
cost algorithm. The NP-hardness of the Steiner tree problem [27] implies that the CM
problem without block concatenation is NP-hard as well.
Constructing Ta by the approximation algorithm for the Steiner tree ST (D∪{a})
given in [17], we get cost(Ta)¡1:598 cost(ST (D∪{a})). By this, (10), and Lemma 5
we obtain
Theorem 5. The ratio between the cost of BLOCK-CM(H; S; D) and the cost of a
minimum cost algorithm is upper bounded by 1:598.
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7. Communication time and communication complexity
In this section we evaluate the time and communication complexity of the algorithms
given in Sections 5 and 6. Let I be an instance of concurrent multicast from S to D on
a graph H . Denote by )a the time needed for node a∈ S to have its block ready and
let )= {)a: a∈ S}. Moreover, denote by t(a; b) the travel time, i.e., the time needed
for a message from node a to reach its neighbor b and let = {t(a; b): (a; b)∈E(H)}.
The communication time of I , time(I), represents the minimum time required to
perform the calls in the order speciGed by the temporal labels of the arcs in I; with
respect to the sets ) and .
The communication complexity of an instance I is deGned as comm(I)= cost(I) ·
time(I).
Following [28], it is easy to show the following result.
Theorem 6. Denote by Imin a concurrent multicast instance of minimum communica-
tion complexity and by I the instance executed by the algorithm CM(H; S; D). Then
comm(I)=comm(Imin)61:598 · |V |.
We now evaluate the communication time of the algorithm BLOCK-CM(H; S; D).
Let I be an instance executed by the algorithm BLOCK-CM(H; S; D) and for each
a∈ S; let Ta be the tree spanning a and all nodes in D used in the algorithm. For
each pair of nodes a∈ S and b∈D; denote by (a; b)= (a= i0; i1; : : : ; ih= b) the path
from a to b in Ta: Also let 1a; b denote the time it takes for the block B(a) of node
a∈ S to reach node b∈D using the path (a; b): In other words, 1a; b represents the
total travel time of B(a); taking into account for l=0; 1; : : : ; h− 1 both the travel time
t(il; il+1) of each arc (il; il+1) on (a; b) and the time that B(a) waits at node il on
(a; b) before being sent to il+1: Therefore, the communication time of the algorithm
BLOCK-CM(H; S; D) is
time(I)= max
a∈S; b∈D
{)a + 1a; b}:
Theorem 7. Denote by Imin a concurrent multicast instance of minimum communi-
cation time and by I the instance executed by the algorithm BLOCK-CM(H; S; D).
Then
time(I)
time(Imin)
6|V |+ |S|:
Proof. Let s∈ S and d∈D be the nodes such that time(I)= maxa∈S; b∈D{)a+1a; b}= )s
+1s;d. Each node il on the path (s; d)= (s= i0; i1; : : : ; ih=d) can send only 1 block at
time to il+1: Therefore when B(s) arrives in il; the link (il; il+1) can be busy because
node il have to sent some other blocks to il+1 before sending B(s): Let bl denote the
number of blocks sent from il to il+1 before sending the block B(s): The time elapsed
from the receiving of B(s) at il to the receiving of B(s) at il+1; is blt(il; il+1)+t(il; il+1):
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Hence, denoting by tmax = max{t(i; j)∈} the largest travel time,
)s + 1s;d = )s + b0t(i0; i1) + t(i0; i1) + · · ·+ bh−1t(ih−1; ih) + t(ih−1; ih)
6 )s + b0tmax + tmax + · · ·+ bh−1tmax + tmax6)s + |S|tmax + htmax
6 )s + |S|tmax + (|V | − 1)tmax: (11)
The last inequality holds because the number h of hops of the path (s; d) can be at
most (|V | − 1).
According to Wolfson and Segall [28], the following lower bound on the communi-
cation time of the instance Imin holds:
time(Imin)¿ max
a∈S; b∈D
{)a + t∗(a; b)}; (12)
where t∗(a; b) denotes the shortest path from a to b with respect to the travel times in
.
By (11) and (12), we have
time(I)
time(Imin)
6
)s + |S|tmax + (|V | − 1)tmax
maxa∈S; b∈D{)a + t∗(a; b)} 61 + |S|+ |V | − 1= |S|+ |V |:
The last inequality holds since both )s and tmax are not larger than maxa∈S; b∈D
{)a + t∗(a; b)}.
We show now that the above upper bound is tight. Consider a communication
network modelled by a complete graph H =({0; 1; : : : ; |V | − 1}; E) with source set
S = {0; 1; : : : ; |S| − 1}; |S|6|V |, having the following cost function:
cost(i; j) =
{
1 if j= i + 1;
c otherwise
for some constant c. It is clear that if c is large enough, the algorithm BLOCK-
CM(H; S; D) can use only the edges of the path
0—–1—–2—– · · ·—–(|V | − 2)—–(|V | − 1):
Suppose that t(i; j)= 1 for each (i; j)∈E and )i = i for each i∈ S. If |V | − 1∈D, it
follows that for the instance I executed by the algorithm, the block B(0) waits in each
node i∈ S\{0} exactly 1 time unit before being sent to i + 1; i.e., B(0) arrives at
node i at time 2i − 1 for each i∈ S: Therefore, we have time(I)= 2|S| − 1 + |V | −
|S|= |V |+ |S| − 1; while if we minimize only the communication time regardless the
communication cost, we have time(Imin)= 1:
Finally, we bound the communication complexity of the algorithm BLOCK-CM
(H; S; D).
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Theorem 8. Denote by Imin a concurrent multicast instance of minimum communi-
cation complexity and by I the instance executed by the algorithm BLOCK-CM
(H; S; D). Then
comm(I)
comm(Imin)
61:598 · (|V |+ |S|):
Proof. By Theorems 5 and 7 we get
comm(I)
comm(Imin)
=
cost(I)
cost(Imin)
· time(I)
time(Imin)
61:598 · (|V |+ |S|):
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